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Abstract: Resonantly enhanced emission of the zero phonon line of a diamond nitrogen-vacancy
center in single crystal diamond is demonstrated experimentally using a hybrid whispering gallery
mode nanocavity.
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The diamond nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center is an optically active impurity which combines many of the desirable
properties of quantum dots and laser trapped atoms. Optical transitions of diamond NV centers can display low in-
homogeneous broadening, and have been used to generate single photons [1], manipulate and readout single electron
spins [2], and control nearby nuclear spin impurities [3, 4, 5]. Remarkably, room temperature electron spin coherence
times of NVs can exceed a ms [6]. These properties make NVs a promising qubit for proposed quantum networks [7],
and an attractive system for applications such as magnetometry [8] and low power optical switching [9].
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Fig. 1. (a) SEM image of a hybrid GaP-diamond whispering gallery mode nanocavity. (b) Low resolution spectra of the
nanocavity studied in (c,d), prior to tuning the nanocavity modes. (c) Nanocavity PL spectra as a function of cavity tuning.
(d) Nanocavity PL spectra when the nanocavity is on resonance (spectra I) and off resonance (spectra II) with the ZPL of a
coupled NV. Spectra I and II are measured after the tuning cycles indicated by the dashed lines in (c). All spectra measured
at 6K in an He cryostat using an NA 0.45 excitation and collection objective.
Coupling NVs to nanophotonic devices promises improved efficiency for optically controlling NVs, and may
enable the scalable optical coupling between multiple NVs necessary for proposed quantum information processing
architectures [10]. Recent efforts to efficiently couple NVs in nanocrystalline diamond to photonic structures [11, 12,
13] have been limited by poor NV optical properties in nanocrystals compared to those found in single crystal diamond.
Here we demonstrate enhanced resonant optical emission from NVs which are positioned near the surface of a single
crystal diamond sample, where they are evanescently coupled to on-chip whispering gallery mode nanocavities.
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The nanocavities studied here were realized from a hybrid geometry consisting of a high refractive index gallium
phosphide (GaP, 250nm thickness) whispering gallery mode nanocavity supported by a single crystal diamond sub-
strate. A typical device is shown in Fig. 1(a). They were fabricated following the process in Ref. [14]. The device
diameter, d ∼ 950nm, is 5X smaller than in previous work [14]. The diamond substrate consists of a CVD grown elec-
tronic grade single crystal diamond sample (Element Six) subjected to ion implantation (N+ 10keV, 2× 1010cm−2)
and annealing (950oC in H2/Ar) to create NVs close to the diamond surface. A subsequent oxygen anneal step maxi-
mized the ratio of negatively charged NVs near the surface [15]. The GaP sidewalls were extended into the diamond
with an oxygen plasma etch. The nanocavity optical properties were studied by exciting the device with a 532nm laser
(1-2mW) and measuring the resulting photoluminescence (PL) spectra. For the implantation dose used here, the NV
density is such that a small number (∼ 2 - 10) of NVs were typically excited by the laser spot. Fig. 1(b) shows a broad
wavelength spectra of the nanocavity studied here. Emission from the 637nm zero phonon line (ZPL) of negatively
charged NVs is clearly visible. Nanocavity modes with Q∼ 6000 near 637nm are also evident. For this device, surface
roughness or elliptical deformation of the nanocavity causes the modes to form doublets corresponding to spatially
orthogonal standing waves. From finite difference time domain simulations, we expect the resonances near 637nm to
have a mode volume of V ∼ 2.5(λ/nGaP)3 and a peak intensity in the diamond of 0.12 of the max intensity.
When this high-Q/V nanocavity mode is resonant with the ZPL of an evanescently coupled NV, the ZPL spon-
taneous emission rate can be enhanced through the Purcell effect. In Fig. 1(c), we show the PL spectra for varying
nanocavity mode wavelength. The nanocavity modes are tuned by injecting Xe gas into the cryostat. The Xe condenses
on the nanocavity surface and red-shifts the nanocavity wavelength. ZPL emission between 636.8nm-637.4nm from
several distinct NVs is visible. This distribution of ZPL wavelengths is possibly the result of residual strain from the
implantation step. When the nanocavity modes cross the ZPL lines, in some cases the ZPL intensity increases. In partic-
ular, a large enhancement is visible when the shorter wavelength nanocavity mode is resonant with a ZPL at 637.1nm.
The relative magnitude of this enhancement is shown in Fig. 1(d), which compares the PL spectra when the nanocavity
mode is on-resonance with the ZPL of interest, with the PL spectra when it is detuned. In general, the magnitude of
the enhancement depends on the NV’s position and dipole orientation relative to the nanocavity field maximum. To
quantitatively determine the degree of enhancement, the effect of the nanocavity mode on the spontaneous emission
lifetime can be measured; this is the subject of future work, and will be discussed in our presentation. For an ideally
positioned NV, we expect that a 30X ZPL emission rate enhancement can be realized with this nanocavity.
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